**Staff**

**Position Management**

- Is salaried
  - Is regular (ongoing)
    - Worker Subtype: Regular
  - Is temporary (with an end date)
    - Is SEIU or WFSE?
      - yes
        - is back fill for LOA?
          - Worker Subtype: Fixed Duration LOA (Fixed Term)
        - is project assignment?
          - Worker Subtype: Fixed Duration Project (Fixed Term)
      - no
        - Worker Subtype: Temporary (Fixed Term)
  - not
    - Worker Subtype: Temporary (Fixed Term)

- Is hourly

**UW FUNDED**

worker is employee
Is Employee

Is PDR

Faculty

Is Multi-Year or Indefinite

PM

Is job profile in list?

1. Associate Professor (10102)
2. Associate Professor Without Tenure (10112)
3. Professor (10101)
4. Professor Without Tenure (10111)

yes

Worker Subtype: Regular PDR*

no

Worker Subtype: Fixed Term PDR* (Fixed Term)

PM

Worker Subtype: Fixed Term PDR (Fixed Term)

Worker Subtype: Staff PDR

*: Eligible for Practice Plan Allowance (School of Medicine only)
Is Contingent Worker

Is Manager?

Yes
- Position Management
  - Contingent Worker Type: Time Approver

No
- Job Management
  - Contingent Worker Type:
    1. Consultant, Contractor, Vendor
    2. Non-Academic Affiliate (directory only)
    3. Non-Academic Affiliate (general)

Is Unpaid Academic Affiliate

Worker Subtype: Unpaid Academic
RETIRED STAFF

Staff

Position Management

Is salaried

Worker Subtype Type: Fixed Term (Fixed Term)

Is hourly

Worker Subtype Type: Temporary (Fixed Term)
Retiree Appointment

Job Management

Is Unpaid

Job Profile: Unpaid Academic

Worker Subtype: Unpaid Academic

Is Paid

Is externally funded?

yes

Is this individual a part of the practice plan?

no

Worker Subtype Type: Fixed Term PDR (Fixed Term)

Worker Subtype Type: Fixed Term (Fixed Term)

Worker Subtype Type: Fixed Term Practice Plan (Fixed Term)